George R. Murray to Thomas Sadler Roberts, December 3, 1920

My dear Mr. Roberts,

I am greatly obliged for yours 28th re Irish greyhound: You have started me on the right road! The important thing is the color - white as reported by an early eyewitness or gray from later soiling; Some breeders and Zoologists of England are arguing it.

I think there is a son of Gen’l Custer still in the service and have asked the war Dept. to put me in touch that I may follow it while... [indistinguishable] the certain memory of living people. If you should by any chance learn of a picture or other details it will be of great interest.

One of this old breed is at my feet as I write - a noble fellow - and one of the two best in England is being conditioned for shipment to me.

Yours

Geo R Murray